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OPINION

Strength
of spirit a
worthier
weapon

G ILLIAN Hicks had
two options.
After having her

legsblownoff in thedeadly
London terror attacks of
July 2005 she could have
chosen to be angry, to ask
‘‘whyme’’ and to spend the
rest of her life bitter at the
undeniably cruel blow she
had been dealt.
But the 39-year-old

Australian instead chose
the other braver and emo-
tionally stronger path.

Despite being left
crippled by the actions
of a man who had so little
regard for life he was hap-
py to lose his own in the
misguided belief he was
serving his religion, Ms
Hicks chose to move on.

She bears no anger
towards those whose vio-
lence ended her life as she
knew it.

‘‘I am so appreciative, so
happy to be alive and to be
me, legs or no legs,’’ Ms
Hicks says in her book,
One Unknown.

She doesn’t spend her
days pining for what she
doesn’t have, instead she
focuses on what she is still
blessed with — her life.

So news that Ms Hicks’
stoic acceptance has led to
her being abused by com-
plete strangers is shocking.

Ms Hicks says she is reg-
ularly sent hate mail from
people angry that she
doesn’t seek retribution.

She has told ABC TV
host AndrewDenton, in an
interview which airs to-
night, there are groups
who are furious that she
hasn’t demanded some
form of retaliation, such as
military action against
countrieswhichare seenas
the source of terrorism.

Ms Hicks, along with
anyonewhose life has been
shattered by terrorism, has
surely suffered enough.
Why anyone would

want her to wallow in
unhappiness and let the
rest of her life be defined
by the vile actions of the
murderers who killed 52
innocent people that day
is unfathomable.

MsHickshasprovenshe
is an incredibly strong
woman and there’s no
doubt she is more than
capable of coping with
these offensive remarks.

But what is most alarm-
ing about the comments is
the fact that they allow
the terrorists to win.

If the aim of terrorists is
to create fear and unrest
in a society that does not
accept their extremist
beliefs, then the people
who are critical of Ms
Hicks’ positive outlook on
lifehave let the instigators
of the deadly London at-
tack achieve their goal.

FortunatelyMsHicks’ is
strong and she is realistic
about those who are juve-
nile enough to criticise
her. ‘‘In their own way
[those people] are as intol-
erant of our society as the
terrorists that did these
acts,’’ she told Denton.
One can only hope that

anyonewho is a victimof a
senseless act of terrorism
can be blessed with the
same bravery Ms Hicks
displays every day.

That way civilised
society, not the terrorists,
will be the winner.

Facebook of friends or web of political intrigue
By NICOLETTE BURKE

K EVIN Rudd is winning
the cyber-race for the
hearts and minds of

young Australians, with 1289
‘‘friends’’ signing up to his
social networking site Face-
book, beatingMalcolmTurn-
bull and his mere 561 pals.

While their government
and party websites are all
business, these politicians
have launched themselves on
Facebook, and others have
established their own web-
pages to showtheirwarmand
fuzzy sides to the electorate.

Theweb is quickly becoming
themediumof choice to target

youngpeople, ever-resistant to
the traditional stump speech
and how-to-vote card.

Rudd lists The Simpsons
and Family Guy among his
favourite TV shows, along
with Hogan’s Heroes and
Get Smart.

MrTurnbull hasbeenblog-
gingoneverything fromolive
groves in Mildura to Islamic
militant group Hezbollah.

Senior marketing lecturer
at ANU Dr Stephen Dann
said theweb is a very effective
communications tool — but it
does have its drawbacks.

‘‘Anyone who remembers
the Fightback package by
[former Opposition leader]

John Hewson will remember
an inch-thick printed docu-
ment that wasn’t distributed
widely enough for people to
get the policy.

‘‘If Hewson was running
Fightback now, he would
have www.fightback.org’’.

He said it gave people the
ability to look past the head-
lines and into the finer detail
of the policies.

‘‘But by the same token, it
gives your opponents theabil-
ity to drill down,’’ Dr Dann
said. ‘‘You’re no longer look-
ing at making an announce-
ment and having them react
in isolation — they have a full
copy of your document.

‘‘And blogging is also a
much higher risk strategy
than politicians understand.

‘‘A technique being used in
the US, is to use comments
left on a feedback form and
claim they were authored by
the site owner.

‘‘This leads to the question
—doyou thenedit your site, in
which case you face allega-
tions of suppression of free
speechor do youhave anopen
forum which allows com-
ments from people who may
not support your campaign in
the first place being trotted
out as your own opinion?’’
Greens senatorBobBrown

has pioneered Australian

politics on the web by intro-
ducing his version of the
podcast — the ‘‘BobCast’’.

Senator Brown can call
into a recording service any-
where in Australia and deliv-
er a message, which is then
uploaded to the website for
people to download to their
computers or mp3 player.
He said the BobCast has

increased web traffic by
30 per cent.

‘‘I get terrific feedback
from people. Wherever I go,
they can be done on site. In
the wilderness, or in front of
an embassy in Canberra as
we did with [executed drug
trafficker] Van Nguyen.’’

Letitia
Rowlands

Glamour’s gone . . . sports heroes like Shane Warne through to
Hollywood’s Audrey Hepburn and Prince Harry are now out in the cold

Goodbye to our gloomy
old world ways, writes

CLARE MASTERS

ONCE upon a time there
was a smoke-filled room in
a bar far far away — wispy
threads of grey hung in a

fog near the ceiling and people
stood in packs, united by the white
stick perched between their fingers.

Some rolled their own; one eye
on the conversation at hand, the
other dexterously creating
miniature combustible artworks.
Others smoked in a constant chain
— a reassuring, methodical
melody of inhaling, ashing,
stubbing and lighting while the
gate-crashers took turns at
bludging cigarettes off the club’s
fulltime members.

Step back in time to a couple of
years ago when pubs and clubs
were smoke-filled zones and you
would never guess that NSW has
one of the lowest smoking rates in
the world.

When coupled with alcohol and
socialising — smokers are the
ones that lead the group, they are
the Pied Pipers of the evening and
even in the past 24 months as
smoking restrictions infiltrated the
social scene, the smokers still lead
the pack.

I know this because I am an
absolute non-smoker — not a non-
smoker who smokes when I drink
but a straight down the line ‘‘No
thanks I don’t smoke’’ non-smoker.

And there has been many a night
I have had to choose to stay in the
smoky room or standing outside in
the cold if I wanted to continue
socialising with my friends.

And yet as NSW joins other
leading nations in eradicating
smoking from pubs and clubs I
have to confess I feel a hint of
nostalgia for dim and foggy rooms
of days past.

The new restrictions that come in
from today means no smoking in
enclosed areas and will hopefully
reduce the number of smokers
even further. Because no one needs
read the small print of the scientific

evidence to know that smoking is
really, really, bad for you.

But the new legislation also
signals the end of an era.

In years to come people will
remember the days of smoking like
a scene from a film noir movie —
where the act of smoking was a
main player in the conversation,
the cigarettes itself used as a prop
for gesticulating madly or to
punctuate a point in conversation.

Yesterday as die-hard, I-smoke-
therefore-I-am smokers mourned
their ever-dwindling space, some
celebrated lighting up indoors for
the last time.

‘‘This is the last time I’ll be able
to have a drink, smoke and play the
pokies at the same time,’’ one
smoker said mournfully.

Vocalist Jess Cook who
performs electronic music with her
band Cook n Kitch said the gig trail
through Sydney was littered with
butts from muso smokers and
says the new complete indoor
bans cleaves her audiences in half.

‘‘It really splits your audience. As
a performer I watch people leave
from the stage and as a smoker I
don’t get to hear all the music,’’
she said. ‘‘A lot of people smoke in
this industry and I feel like we don’t

have any choice in it, I choose to be
a smoker — it’s great being in a
room and not having the smoke
but I hate going outside in the
freezing weather.’’

At 24, Cook has been smoking
for several years and says there
will be a whole generation of young
smokers who will never know the
atmosphere of a smoke-filled pub,
they will never share the drink-and-
a-smoke rite of passage that has
defined pubs and clubs until now.

Of course they will also never
have that moment where they
wake up in the morning and
encounter the potent combination
of the stale smell of smoke which
always seems to worsen the
pounding hangover.

‘‘But it’s that romantic, even the
Hollywood portrayal of the misty
haze and the sounds of the record
player — this is like a prohibition,’’
Cook says as she defends her right
to smoke. ‘‘It is meant to be a
public space but we have to make
our moments private.’’

It’s a small consolation to the
smokers huddling outside in the
cold (or for that matter in 10 to 20
years time when they’re unable to
move from a hospital bed,
breathing through a machine) but
the non-smokers looking on can be
envious of those private moments.

It’s like this club of minorities
who have banded together in the
face of adversity, where men and
women, senior management and
junior worker — share something
in common.

In Ireland, where smoking bans
are already in place, the
phenomenon has even spawned a
whole new dating regime.

Called ‘‘smirting’’ — a
combination of the words smoking
and flirting — the past-time is the
unexpected side-effect of the bans
where smokers congregate
together, inevitably find themselves
chatting . . . and voila — sparks fly.

However Irish smoking critics
say the trend is making cigarettes
fashionable again and prompting
non-smokers to pick up smoking
in the hope that they, well, pick up.

Can they make that illegal?

A folly gone lightly
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